














































































   Van Utrecht was born in Antwerp on January 12, 1599, and but differs greatly in its palette. Van Utrecht did not use the bright,
he was apprenticed to the painter and art dealer Herman de Ryt shiny colors used by Snyders, rather he used a tonal range that was
in 1614. Later, probably during the period between 1620 and 1625, in accord with the dark background color. Indeed, in these late works
it has been suggested that he traveled around France, Italy and Ger- the sharp contrasts of the earlier works influenced by the Tenebrism
many. From his father's will we can confirm that he was out of the have vanished and been replaced by a warmer set of pigments. But
country in 1624. In 1625 he was registered as a master painter with this work's overall harmonies differ greatly from the decorative effects
the St. Lukas Guild of Antwerp. In 1627 he married the poet Con- of Flemish paintings of the 1640s. The Mus6es royaux des Beaux
stantia, daughter of the painter Willem van Nieulandt. The Antwerp Arts, Brussels houses a Still Life with Game, F7uits, and Vkigetabtes
guild records (Liggenenj of 1626 to 1646 note the names of six appren- by van Utrecht from this same year, 1648. Another work of essen-
tices. Van Utrecht achieved prosperity and in addition to receiving tially the same composition and same year is in the Bayerische Staats-
commissions from the German Emperor and the Spanish king, he gemaldesammlungen, Munich (fig. 2).3 These two works closely
also participated in the decoration of the Huis ten Bosch in The resemble the Tokyo work in terms of the compositional arrange-
Hague. Regardless of these achievements, it is known that in his ment of a table and utensils, as well as the depiction of such motifs
later years he suffered under a load of debt. He wrote his will from as the hare, the birds and the artichokes. But no fruit is depicted
his sickbed in October 1652 and died almost immediately after. in the Tokyo work. (Toshiharu Nakamura)
According to the records, van Utrecht is known to have painted
works with Thomas Willeboirts Bosschaert (1 613/1 4-1 654), Erasmus
Quellinus ll (1607-1678), and from the formal analysis of extant paint- Notes
ings it can be suggested that he worked in tandem with Jacob Jor- 1 For information on the life and works of van Utrecht, see Edith Greindl,
daens(1593-1678)andwithTheodorRombouts(1597-1637). SepS.Pgeoi.ng'3r9S3flsa4[l31g;ysG9,ei.ndaltU.'e,,M.O,rt,e.a.U,IlilllXZ:.;ilfiAe,C/¥',Sktye.rrepb,?.e,Ehb983'
                                                            2 The names of the birds have been based on materials provided by Deborah
According to researcfi by Edith Greindl, dated works by van Utrecht Gage.
extend from 1627 to the year of his death, 1652.i In terms of sub- 3 Mus6es royaux des Beaux-Arts,Brussels, inv. no. 3447, oil on canvas,
ject, van utrecht painted large scale works that depict figures in kO.2. iX24s22,C,Mii,DAe,?SY.e,r,",S8hge."iia2aJilhg.esM,i,'ieheS,afM,ilP,i.'in,ggeP6,IYII!lf".i,Cl:hl,!.Vri
kitchens or in fish, fruit, vegetable or meat market settingS; Paint- on these two works. Exh. cat. Vbn Bruegel bis Rubens, Das gotdene
ings of interior settings with a hunter's catch of animals or birds lahthundert der fidimischen Mdlerei, ed. by E. Mai and H. Vlieghe, Cologne,
shown with vegetables, fruit, dishes and other kitchen utensils; still IYoagLriasSfJRiChartz-Museum, i992, no･ iOi i, pp 477-47s (text by H.
Iife works depicting game in outdoor settings; works depicting living
animals in outdoor settings, and still lifes of fruit. This work falls
under the second category and is van Utrecht's most commonly
depicted theme. A wooden table is placed horizontally across the
composition and the background is closed off with a dark color that
suggests a wall surface. The top of the table is covered with various
species of birds and a hare, and these fruits of the hunter's labors
are arranged with vegetables and a large copper bucket. The birds
are drawn with exact biological rendering (fig. 1).2
   The wood pigeons, hare, and goosander on the left side of the
composition are bound and suspended by the feet, with the head
and front legs of the hare and the head of the goosander reaching
the table top. In front of the goosander, three birds hang over the
edge of the table as if about to fall off the table. These birds have
not fallen off the table because one bird which is bound up with
them is placed face up on top of the table and thus supports the
other birds. A pheasant is depicted near the center of the composi-
tion, and its head and neck hang down from the table. To the right
of this pheasant, another pheasant is shown lying on the table. To
its right in the rear, a large copper bucket is depicted as an impor-
tant compositional element in the painting, and the painter has
inscribed his name and the date of the painting's creation, 1648,
on this bucket. On the left side of the bucket, five small birds hang
from a small branch which sticks up diagonally. In other words,
the bucket is full of the hunter's catch. The bright plumage of a king-
fisher peeps out from the bucket. In the upper left section of the
bucket, two red shanks are seen, one placed face up, the other hang-
ing down. A chaffinch can also be seen upside down to the right
of these red shanks. Only the heads of the starlings to the right are
shown, the edge of the picture plane cuts off the depiction of the
birds' torsos. Artichokes and squash are depicted in front of the
bucket. The two artichokes are shown on either side of the squash,
and in their arrangement create a V-shaped form that extends into
the foreground and background of the painting.
   This work shares the basic subject matter of those by Snyders,
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